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This article is part of a longitudinal series 
on research.

GENERAL PRACTITIONERS (GPs) are key in 
generating research evidence and clinical 
knowledge that is relevant for improving 
the health of all Australians.1 Academic 
publishing in general practice has a long 
history in Australia since the Annals of 
General Practice was first established in 
1956.2 GPs not in academic registrar 
posts, or university settings, may have 
limited access to formal training in 
academic publishing. This article provides 
an overview of the process of planning, 
drafting and submitting a paper for 
first-time authors (Figure 1). Although this 
article focuses on research manuscripts, 
many of the outlined principles apply to 
preparing opinion pieces and other article 
types for publication. 

Planning stage: The 5Ws
High-quality research manuscripts can 
only be produced from high-quality 
research. Assuming the research is 
underway, a 5Ws framework (Who, What, 
When, Where, Why) can be helpful in 
planning a manuscript (Table 1).

Who
Establish early who the authors will be. 
The first author leads the project and 
the final (senior) author is a supervisor 
or experienced colleague who oversees 
the work. Many medical journals refer to 

the International Committee of Medical 
Journal Editors (ICMJE) on who is eligible 
to be an author.3 Fair and transparent 
assignment of authorship is important, 
with implications for career and financial 
opportunities.4 Are there non-author 
stakeholders that will also be involved?

What
Consider the article scope and type 
appropriate for the content. For example, 
a small-scale research study may be 
accepted as a brief research letter rather 
than a full research article. 

When
Establish a timeline with coauthors on first 
drafts, coauthor reviews and submission 
dates. When are coauthor meetings? Are 
there funding deadlines to meet?

Where
Selecting an appropriate journal can be 
challenging with the sheer number of 
journals available, and the proliferation 
of predatory journals.5 Is the intended 
audience clinical or academic? Australian 

or international? General or domain-
specific? Read the journal scope and 
comparable articles in the targeted 
journal to consider whether your content 
aligns with the focus and readership of 
the journal.6,7 Other factors to consider 
include processing times, impact and 
the costs of article processing charges. 
Established journals in each field can be 
more competitive to publish in, but often 
also provide the most helpful reviews. 

Why
‘Why’ is the most important of the 5Ws. 
Is there a specific goal in writing the 
manuscript (eg to complete a PhD, address 
a recent guideline change or highlight a 
political issue)? Articulating the specific 
purpose of the article can help answer the 
other four Ws.

Drafting stage: Initial and 
final drafts
Prior to drafting, authors should be 
familiar with up-to-date literature 
relevant to their manuscript and 
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Table 1. The 5Ws of manuscript planning

Who Identify lead author, senior author and coauthors

What Determine article scope and type (eg research article, review article, 
perspective piece)

When Establish a timeline for writing and submitting

Where Choose an appropriate journal for submission, taking into consideration journal 
focus, processing times, prestige, costs

Why Articulate the purpose of the manuscript
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comparable articles in their target 
journal. When starting the initial draft, 
authors should review journal-specific 
author guidelines (eg article type and 
word limits). Most journals require 
research papers to be presented in the 
IMRAD format (Introduction, Methods, 
Results and Discussion).8,9 However, 
writing does not have to take place in 
this order; often, methods and results 
are readily available and can be easier to 
draft than introduction and discussion 
sections.9 Many journals require the 
use of reporting checklists to ensure 
transparent and accurate reporting. 
The EQUATOR (Enhancing the QUAlity 
and Transparency Of health Research) 
Network provides a centralised website 

to access these checklists, such as 
CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of 
Reporting Trails) for randomised trials and 
STROBE (Strengthening the Reporting of 
Observational Studies in Epidemiology) 
for observational studies (www.equator-
network.org/).

One strategy to overcome barriers to 
writing a first draft is to start by ‘putting 
new words on the page’, with editing, 
formatting, and references added 
in later.10 Approaches to improving 
productivity at this stage include using a 
skeletal structure of IMRAD headings and 
dot points under these headings;7,10 editing 
existing protocols or ethics applications; 
or even using artificial intelligence 
(AI)-generated prompts (eg ChatGPT).

Early feedback from an experienced 
coauthor is valuable, even if the manuscript 
is incomplete or still in dot-point form. 
After the initial draft is completed, 
several rounds of input and revisions 
from coauthors are usually needed. Poor 
presentation and structure can lead to 
rejection. Therefore, the final draft should 
focus on presentation, such as ensuring 
a clear title and abstract; checking for 
arithmetical, spelling (including UK versus 
US spelling) and grammatical consistency; 
aligning tables, figures and references to 
journal specifications; and a cover letter 
addressing the editors. Using a citation 
manager (eg EndNote, Mendeley, Zotero) 
is invaluable for both collating articles prior 
to drafting and generating fast, journal-
compliant referencing for the final draft.

Submission stage: Peer review 
and revisions
Manuscripts submitted for publication are 
reviewed by editors and peer reviewers. 
With the sheer volume of submissions and 
limited peer review availability, leading 
journals reject a high proportion of articles 
without peer review.6 Journals use a variety 
of peer review models (eg peer review may 
be single-blinded peer review, double-
blinded peer review or open [public]).11 
After peer review, articles are returned to 
authors as ‘accept’, ‘accept with revisions’ 
(major or minor) or ‘reject’.

Although first-time authors often 
perceive reviewer comments as critical, 
it is helpful to remember that the main 
goal of peer review is to support authors 
in improving the rigour and clarity of their 
manuscript. It is important for authors 
to take time and carefully consider each 
comment during the revision process. 
Journals require authors to address 
reviewer comments through revising 
the manuscript itself, and providing 
an accompanying point-by-point 
response letter. In the response letter to 
editors and reviewers, the rationale for 
incorporating suggestions, or not, needs 
to be clearly explained and justified. 
Some journals publish peer review reports 
and author responses alongside articles; 
reviewing these example responses 
can be educational for those unfamiliar 
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the planning, drafting and submission process.
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with drafting responses. The time to 
acceptance, including the time for editor 
decision and the time for peer review, can 
range widely from weeks to years.12

Manuscript rejection is common but 
nevertheless challenging. Active coping 
strategies include taking a walk before 
reading the reviewer reports in detail, 
reaching out to support people, planning 
next steps and positive reframing; these 
steps can help authors manage negative 
emotions such as shock, disappointment 
and anger.13 Experienced researchers 
routinely plan for resubmission to several 
journals, ranked in order of preference. 
Systematically working through this list of 

target journals, incorporating constructive 
feedback from previous rejections at 
each resubmission, is a useful strategy 
in managing rejections.2 Publishing can 
take months or years, but perseverance is 
key with many initially rejected articles 
eventually accepted for publication 
elsewhere.14 Finally, when the manuscript 
is accepted, remember to celebrate the 
success with your team members!

Worked example: Planning a 
research manuscript
Maya is an academic GP registrar 
conducting a study on the effect of 

restricting Pharmaceutical Benefits 
Scheme (PBS) access for fluticasone in 
children with asthma15 on GP prescribing 
(we note that at the time of publication, the 
decision to restrict PBS access has been 
reverted)16 and referral practices across 
several general practices across Australia. 
She and her academic supervisor start 
planning their research manuscript. We 
use this hypothetical example to illustrate 
use of the 5Ws in the planning stages 
in Table 2.
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